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allwinner will also be getting into the raspberry pi game. the company already sells
its own $26 rk3288 soc, and now it has announced its cortex-a53 quad-core, $39

boards, the nezha 2 and 3. there are no other details yet, but the company is
planning to release its first $39 model this month, and its second model later in the

year. the nezha linux platform, a variant of the linux kernel, will be provided to
allwinner, and will be used by nezha partners to build a variety of arm-based

hardware to target the nezha linux platform. the ubuntu snappy core will be provided
to nezha partners to build nezha-ready applications. the allwinner a10 is its first quad-

core soc, and is based on an eight-core "cortex-a9" processor, rather than arm's
standard cortex-a8. it's also the first allwinner to officially integrate mali 400 gpu
support, although its likely that the company integrated the gpu itself rather than
licensing it from arm. the allwinner a8 is the first allwinner soc with a mali t7 gpu.

officially, the gpu runs at 450mhz, but the chip also packs an arm cortex-a9 soc. the
soc has four cortex-a7 cores, each of which can run at up to 1.7ghz, and four cortex-
a15 cores that can run at up to 2.0ghz. allwinner and other chinese chip makers have
been bundling mali gpus in their socs for years, so it makes sense for allwinner to do
the same. the mali t7 gpu is a big departure from allwinners previous mali 400 gpu,

which was aimed at mid-range android tablets and media devices, and not
something you'd find in a high-end smartphone. the allwinner a10 and a8 both

support mali-t7 gpus, while the a13 only supports mali-t6 and mali-t4 gpus. in terms
of graphics performance, the mali-t7 gpu in the a13 is probably pretty decent, but i
wouldnt expect that it could take the place of an adreno, mali, or powervr gpu in a

high-end smartphone.
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hello manuti. thanks for
your comment. could you
explain why you are not
completely convinced we
believe we delivered all
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the goals we had defined
in our kickstarter
campaign, and

practically speaking
there are now librelec

images that use the work
we have done on the
allwinner vpu kernel
driver, so it is really

being used in real life.
we will be happy to give
more details if there is

anything unclear in what
we delivered. overall, the

package is a little
chunky, but its also fairly
nice to look at, and the
nezha boards are also

still relatively
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inexpensive. the nezha is
currently available at

$68, or for $54 if you use
the coupon here.

weighing in at 754 grams
(1.56 pounds), the board
is also fairly large, which

isnt necessarily a bad
thing. the board ships
with an allwinner a80

processor, and we
expect more nezha
boards to be made

available in the future.
allwinner's relatively

small processor selection
has been stymied by the

need to keep the socs
within a set price point.
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at present, that means a
processor like the h2 is
only $19, and the h3 is

only $19.99. but the a80
should be high-end

enough that it could be
worth paying a bit more

for the h5, which is
currently $28, or the h7,
which is currently $32.
compared to the $32,

$32.99, and $38 prices
for the a72, a73, and a74

respectively, the a80s
higher price isnt that
high, but it is still a

relatively substantial
jump. square enix doesnt

release official pricing
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information for the
processors it sells, so we
have no idea what the

price of the $19.99,
$19.99, and $28 models

will be when they do
become available. but
the nezha is a pretty
solid platform to start

with, and itll probably be
a nice platform for a lot
of the software square
enix makes. allwinner's
bread and butter will be
android development,

but its not the only game
in the world. as we saw
with the neutron board,

the company has its own
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hw/sw support and its
own in-house linux
operating system.
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